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Dear Abby: I recently retired after 26 years
of working with a professional partner of the
opposite sex. Now my wife expects me to cut
off all communication with her. There was
never any intimacy or sexual
attraction at all, just a friend-
ship established over many
years.

I have explained this to
my wife many times, but she
refuses to believe me and
wants this person out of my
life for good. How can I explain
this to someone I have worked
with for so many years? Is
my wife’s request reason-
able? Can’t married males
have female friends, or am I
restricted to only male friends for the rest of
my life? — Fenced In, in Washington

Dear Fenced In: No, I do not think it is
reasonable, and the implication is insulting
not only to your former working partner but
also to you. However, unless you can get to the
bottom of your wife’s obviously deep insecu-
rity, find a way to reassure her and get her to

deal with it, that is exactly what is going to
happen. You may need the help of a marriage
counselor, but it will be worth it because men
who feel fenced in — trapped — don’t usually
stay happily married. How sad.

Dear Abby: I have a question for you and
your readers. Why have baby boomers failed
in the way they raised their children?

We were raised with honor, respect for
authority (even a little fear), integrity, a hard
work ethic, honesty, etc. The millennial gen-
eration, for the most part, lacks all of those
qualities. They don’t want to work, can’t get
off their mobile devices and don’t want to
leave home. They expect their parents to take
care of them, and have no appreciation and
no respect.

I’m not saying they are all that way, but
the majority I have encountered are. I blame
it on parents who didn’t raise them with the
same values they grew up with. What’s your
take on this, Dear Abby? How do we fix it?
— Anonymous in California

Dear Anonymous: There is no one-size-
fits-all answer to your question, and frankly,

whether the millennial generation lacks the
qualities you listed is a matter of perspective.
I would hesitate to paint a picture of an entire
generation with one brushstroke. Readers,
what do you think?

Dear Abby: My husband and I have an
issue. If I go away on business, I make sure to
provide my travel information such as hotel
and flight numbers. But when my husband
goes away, he refuses to provide any informa-
tion.

I try to explain that if there’s an emergency
or an issue with flights, the information would
be helpful. I can get nowhere with him regard-
ing this matter. Any advice? — Travel Issue in
Connecticut

Dear Travel Issue: Yes, I’m sorry to say I
do have some. People who are secretive usu-
ally have something to hide. It’s time that you
ascertain whether your husband is traveling
for business as he claims, or whether it’s for
pleasure without you.

JEANNE
PHILLIPS
DEAR ABBY

Write Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or
P.O. Box 69440, Los Angeles, CA 90069.

DUSTIN by Steve Kelley and Jeff Parker

ARIES (March 21-April 19). Who you really
are is not always the same person you’ve allowed
yourself to become. It is the same for every-
one. What is also the same for everyone is the
potential to steer things back on course at any
moment.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20). Those who react
badly to criticism prevent them-
selves from growing, because they
alienate the very people who can
enlighten them as to how they (or
their work) are being perceived.

GEMINI (May 21-June 21).
The person who is trying to seduce
you away from your work or your
goals isn’t really on your side.
Those who want you to succeed
wouldn’t dream of tempting you
in another direction.

CANCER (June 22-July 22).
Your friendliness puts all at ease. There are those
who take themselves too seriously to fully under-
stand the importance of small talk and its role in
building rapport. But even these types will not be
immune to your charms.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22). Because someone
wants your approval, this person is unlikely to
speak of anything unflattering or controversial.
You’re better off with the truth. Make it clear
that honesty is a stipulation of your approval.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). Is what you want
really worth working so long and hard to get to?
That future day will come whether or not you
worked long and hard — only, if you don’t put in

the work, that future day won’t have nearly the
same significance.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23). You want to know
that the other person will be there and be loyal.
This is not too much to ask, though it’s not the
right time to ask it, certainly not directly. Look
for clues instead, and trust your instincts.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). A Chinese prov-
erb says that the eye can’t see its own lashes. This
was before the invention of extra-long eyelash
extensions. Still, it’s possible that you possess a
quality that is invisible to you though others see
it clearly.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). You’ll be
catering to an ego today, and this is tricky busi-
ness for sure, especially if the ego in question
happens to be your own. Go gingerly, as no good
will come of alienating your subject.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). Certain emo-
tions are unobtainable without a good amount of
self-awareness. Jealousy and shame fall into the
category; so do pride and admiration. Today
you’ll put what you know about yourself to good
use.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18). You want to be
dazzled by greatness and are therefore rooting
for every source of potential amusement in your
world, hoping (sometimes against hope) for the
very best presentation.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20). Your path will
converge with another’s. Neither route is wrong.
Neither is trying to own the whole path, just
needing to take it over for the moment to get to
the next place. All can be solved with courtesy.

Daily Horoscope

HOLIDAY
MATHIS

DILBERT by Scott Adams

PEANUTS by Charles Schulz

PICKLES by Brian Crane

TUNDRA by Chad Carpenter

PEARLS BEFORE SWINE by Stephan Pastis

FOR BETTER OR FOR WORSE by Lynn Johnston

WIZARD OF ID by Brant Parker

BABY BLUES by Jerry Scott & Rick Kirkman

CLOSE TO HOME by John McPherson

JEFF MACNELLYS SHOE by Chris Cassatt and Gary Brookins

Husband’s friendship is now forbidden
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